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Abstract 

 

Background: Neonatal respiratory morbidity (NRM) is the leading cause of mortality and 
morbidity associated with baby prematurity birth. Traditionally, Fetal lung maturity (FLM) is 
determined by measuring pulmonary surfactant in amniotic fluid extracted from the patient 
via an invasive procedure. To address these limitations, quantusFLM® was developed to 
predict NRM in a non-invasive way from ultrasound images of the fetus lung with similar 
performance to traditional tests using amniotic fluid. This project explores the capability of a 
new method to improve the robustness of quantusFLM® to different manual lung 
delineations (a required first step of quantusFLM®). 

 

Results: First, two sets of manual delineations were produced by an (1) expert and a (2) 
non-expert user of quantusFLM®. Then, we benchmarked two different machine learning 
methods: AdaBoost and Support Vector Machines. The first one obtained the best results 
but its overall performance still falls short compared to quantusFLM® current version. We 
then designed two novel training strategies (Concatenation and Substitution) using 
AdaBoost to make a better use of multiple image delineations during training. The 
substitution strategy has proved to improve quantusFLM® results across both sets of 
delineations almost a 10%. 

 

Conclusions: Manual delineations are a necessary first step for the application of 
quantusFLM® and there is always a certain degree of subjectivity associated to the task. 
This study has shown that we can improve quantusFLM® robustness to “non-expert” 
delineations using known supervised learning approaches coupled with novel strategies 
designed to leverage multiple delineations effectively. 
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Resum 

 

Antecedents: La morbilitat respiratòria neonatal (NRM) és la principal causa de mortalitat i 
morbilitat associada amb el naixement prematur del nadó. Tradicionalment, la maduresa 
fetal dels pulmons (FLM) es determina mitjançant la mesura de l'agent tensioactiu pulmonar 
en el líquid amniòtic extret del pacient a través d'un procediment invasiu. Per fer front a 
aquestes limitacions, quantusFLM® va ser desenvolupat per predir NRM d'una manera no 
invasiva amb imatges d'ultrasò del pulmó del fetus amb un rendiment similar a les proves 
tradicionals utilitzant líquid amniòtic. Aquest projecte explora la capacitat d'un nou mètode 
per millorar la robustesa de quantusFLM® a diferents delineacions manuals del pulmó (una 
primera etapa necessària de quantusFLM®). 

 

Resultats: Primer, dos conjunts de delineacions manuals van ser produïts per un usuari 
"expert" i un altre "no expert" de quantusFLM®. Després, es van utilitzar dos mètodes 
diferents de Machine Learning: AdaBoost i Support Vector Machines. El primer va obtenir 
els millors resultats però fins i tot així els resultats no milloraven a la versió actual de 
quantusFLM®. Llavors, es van dissenyar dues noves estratègies d'entrenament 
(Concatenació i Substitució) utilitzant AdaBoost per millorar l'ús de les múltiples 
delineacions durant l'entrenament. L'estratègia de substitució ha demostrat millorar els 
resultats quantusFLM® a través dels dos conjunts de delineacions gairebé un 10%. 

 

Conclusions: Les delineacions manuals són un primer pas necessari per a l'aplicació de 
quantusFLM® i sempre hi ha un cert grau de subjectivitat associada a aquesta tasca. 
Aquest estudi ha demostrat que podem millorar la robustesa de quantusFLM® davant 
delineacions d'usuaris "no experts" utilitzant enfocaments d'aprenentatge supervisat ja 
coneguts juntament amb noves estratègies dissenyades per aprofitar múltiples delineacions 
de manera efectiva. 
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Resumen 

 

Antecedentes: La morbilidad respiratoria neonatal (NRM) es la principal causa de 
mortalidad y morbilidad asociada con el nacimiento prematuro de un bebé. 
Tradicionalmente, la madurez fetal de los pulmones (FLM) se determina mediante la 
medición del surfactante pulmonar en el líquido amniótico extraída del paciente a través de 
un procedimiento invasivo. Para hacer frente a estas limitaciones, quantusFLM® fue 
desarrollado para predecir la NRM de una manera no invasiva con imágenes de ultrasonido 
del pulmón del feto con un rendimiento similar a las pruebas tradicionales utilizando líquido 
amniótico. Este proyecto explora la capacidad de un nuevo método para mejorar la 
robustez de quantusFLM® frente a diferentes delineaciones manuales del pulmón (una 
primera etapa necesaria de quantusFLM®). 

 

Resultados: Primero, dos conjuntos de delineaciones manuales fueron producidos por un 
usuario “experto” y otro “no experto” de quantusFLM®. Luego, se utilizaron dos métodos 
diferentes de Machine Learning: AdaBoost y Support Vector Machines. El primero obtuvo 
los mejores resultados pero incluso así los resultados no mejoraban a la versión actual de 
quantusFLM®. Entonces, se diseñaron dos nuevas estrategias de entrenamiento 
(Concatenación y Sustitución) utilizando AdaBoost para mejorar el uso de las multiples 
delineaciones durante el entrenamiento. La estrategia de sustitución ha demostrado 
mejorar los resultados quantusFLM® a través de ambos conjuntos de delineaciones casi 
un 10%. 

 

Conclusiones: Las delineaciones manuales son un primer paso necesario para la 
aplicación de quantusFLM® y siempre hay un cierto grado de subjetividad asociada a esta 
tarea. Este estudio ha demostrado que podemos mejorar la robustez de quantusFLM® 
frente a delineaciones de usuarios "no expertos" utilizando enfoques de aprendizaje 
supervisado ya conocidos junto con nuevas estrategias diseñadas para aprovechar 
múltiples delineaciones de manera efectiva.  
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1. Introduction 

Lungs are one of the last organs to get mature in the prenatal stage. Neonates born before 
due date are more likely to have immature lungs and face increased risks of developing 
Neonatal Respiratory Morbidity (NRM) (Figure 1) a breathing disorder that affects newborns. 
NRM is the most common-seen medical condition in Neonatal Intensive Care Units (ICUs) 
and one of the leading causes of neonatal deaths. Knowing the Fetal lung maturity (FLM) is 
crucial to better plan the timing and the model of delivery, especially when a neonate has to 
be born before 39 weeks of gestation. Today, assessment of FLM relies on laboratory tests 
based on the amniotic fluid which require the performance of an invasive procedure. 
Besides being risky, it cannot be performed in all clinical settings due to the required 
facilities. Therefore, the non-invasive prediction of FLM still remains a main challenge in the 
fetal-medicine field. Figure 1 shows the risk of NRM for different GA’s. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 1. Risk of NRM for different GA’s. 

 

To address these limitation, Transmural Biotech has developed a new method termed 
‘quantitative ultrasound fetal lung maturity analysis’ (quantusFLM®), a non-invasive, fast 
and easy-to-use FLM test based on the analysis of an image of the fetal lungs obtained by 
ultrasound. quantusFLM® predicts NRM morbidity with similar performance to FLM tests 
using amniotic fluid by means of a specific software which requires the manual delineation 
of the fetal lung. These delineations must be performed by an expert since an error in 
delineating may induce bad predictions (false positives or negatives). Therefore, it is 
necessary for new users to be trained for their first time using quantusFLM®, since 
otherwise it could be reflected on bad predictions. Additionally, there is always a certain 
degree of subjectivity associated to the task which also induces errors in delineations. 
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Based on this technical issue this Degree Thesis focuses on the implementation of an 
alternative method and/or strategy to improve the robustness of quantusFLM® against 
different delineations. This Degree Thesis arises from Transmural Biotech SL, a spin-off of 
the Hospital Clínic de Barcelona and the Universitat de Barcelona, whose aim is to develop 
innovative clinical products and services using medical technologies based on image 
analysis and processing. Transmural Biotech SL carries out the technical knowledge 
needed for this Degree Thesis and developed quantusFLM®. The Fetal i+D Fetal Medicine 
Research Centre, from the Hospital Clínic de Barcelona and lead by the Prof. Eduard 
Gratacós, take part in the clinical knowledge of this issue. 

The present Degree Thesis aims to study the feasibility of new methods and strategies 
based on machine learning to improve the robustness of quantusFLM® against different 
image delineations perfomed by an (1) expert and a (2) non-expert user of quantusFLM®. 

 

 

Project goals 

 

1. Image Data Bases preparation: to prepare a tidy Data Bases of fetal lung 
ultrasound images (axial section of the fetal thorax at the level of the four-chamber 
view of the fetal heart) and clinical data which have been recruited in a real clinical 
setting over the last five years. 
 

2. Evaluation of quantusFLM® with expert and non-expert delineations: to 
delineate fetal lung ultrasound images from the prepared Data Bases. Delineations 
will be performed by an (1) expert and (2) a non-expert users of quantusFLM®. 
Then, to evaluate quantusFLM® for both scenarios. 

 

3. Application of new Machine Learning methods: to apply and develop different 
Machine Learning methods and seek for the best combination of parameters to 
achieve the best possible final result. 
 

4. Strategies to improve the robustness: to test different strategies to improve the 
robustness against different delineations. 
 

5. Comparison with quantusFLM®: to evaluate whether developed methods and 
strategies to improve robustness against delineations are actually useful 
understanding and compare the obtained results with quantusFLM® results. 
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Gant Diagram 
 
For this project, a Workplan has been planned to perform all tasks on time. The Workplan 
contains all the different tasks of each Workpackage and a Gantt Diagram. Figure 2 shows 
the calendar that has been followed: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Gantt Diagram 

 
Workpackages 

Table 1. Workpackage nº1. 

 

Project: Image Data Bases preparation WP ref: WP1 

Short description: Generate tidy Data Bases of medical images of 
the fetal lungs and clinical data which will be recruited in a real 
clinical setting. 

Planned start date: 15/09/2015 

Planned end date: 30/11/2015 

Internal task T1: Acquisition of ultrasound image of the axial section 
of the fetal thorax at the level of the four-chamber view of the fetal 
heart.  

Internal task T2: Prepare image database containing the information 
of the patient (patient data, clinical data, gestational age of the fetus, 
etc...)  

Internal task T3: Image quality and clinical data review  

Internal task T4: Train & Test separation 

Internal task T5: Delineate all images 

 

Deliverables: 

 

1. Database composed 
of stored images and 
excel documents with 
image quality and 
clinical information  

 

 

Dates: 

 

Deliv. 1: 

31/10/2015  
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Table 2. Workpackage nº2. 

Table 3. Workpackage nº3. 

 

Table 4. Workpackage nº4. 

 
Project: Evaluation and comparison of results WP ref: WP5 

Short description: Evaluate and compare final results against 
quantusFLM® current version results. 

Planned start date: 09/04/2016 

Planned end date: 03/05/2016 
Internal task T1: Evaluate results 

Internal task T2: Compare results 

Deliverables: 

1. Results comparison 
Dates: 

Deliv. 1: 
03/05/2016 

Table 5. Workpackage nº5. 

Project: Evaluation of quantusFLM® with expert and non-expert 
delineations 

WP ref: WP2 

Short description: Understand and apply quantusFLM® with expert 
and non-expert delineations. 

Planned start date: 01/12/2015 

Planned end date: 07/01/2016 

Internal task T1: Understand and apply quantusFLM® 

Internal task T2: Apply quantusFLM® for expert delineations 

Internal task T3:  Apply quantusFLM® for non-expert delineations 

 

Deliverables: 

1. Results obtained 
applying quantusFLM® 

 

 

Dates: 

Deliv. 1: 
07/01/2016 

Project: Application of new Machine Learning methods WP ref: WP3 

Short description: Test best parameters for AdaBoost and SVM 
and then, apply both methods. 

Planned start date: 08/01/2016 

Planned end date: 22/02/2016 

Internal task T1: Understand and apply AdaBoost and SVM 

Internal task T2: Test parameters for both methods 

Internal task T3: Test both methods with best parameters 

Deliverables: 

 

1. Results obtained 
applying both methods 

Dates: 

 

Deliv. 1: 
22/02/2016 

Project: Design of new strategies to improve the robustness WP ref: WP4 

Short description: Think about different possible strategies to 
improve the robustness and apply them. 

Planned start date: 23/02/2016 

Planned end date: 08/04/2016 

Internal task T1: Apply Concatenation 

Internal task T2: Apply Substitution 

Deliverables: 

1. Results obtained 
applying both strategies 

Dates: 

Deliv. 1: 
08/04/2016 
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Milestones  
 
Some Milestones have been set in order to control better the time left for each task and to assure there will be 
enough time to finish the project on time.  
 

WP# Task# Short title Milestone / deliverable Date (weeks) 

1 1 Management & Review of clinical data No deliverable 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 

1 2 Image Storage No deliverable 6 and 7 

1 3 Separation of development and validation 
samples (train&test) No deliverable 8 

1 4 DB preparation for post-processing and 
evaluation Final Database 9 

1 5 Delineate all database images No deliverable 10 

2 1 Training on the use of quantusFLM® No deliverable 11 and 12 

2 2 Apply quantusFLM to images delineated by an 
expert user. 

No deliverable 13 

2 3 Apply quantusFLM to images delineated by a 
non-expert user. No deliverable 14 

2 4 Management & Review of the results.  Results obtained I 15 

3 1 Training on the use of Adaboost  No deliverable 16 and 17 

3 2 Training on the use of SVM No deliverable 18 and 19 

3 3 Search and test different parameters for each 
method to obtain the best predictions. No deliverable 20 

3 4 Test Adaboost and SVM methods with best 
parameters Results obtained II 21 

4 1 Apply Concatenation No deliverable 22, 23 and 24 

4 2 Apply Substitution Results obtained III 25, 26 and 27 

5 1 Evaluation of results No deliverable 28 

5 2 Compare results using ROC curve, AUC, and 
final prediction parameters for each method  Results obtained IV 29 

5 3 Conclusions and analysis of possible 
improvements No deliverable 30 and 31 

 

Table 6. Milestones planning.  
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Deviations and modifications  
 
The main incidence which has emerged during the development of this project is the 
complex process of recruiting images to create a database to analyze. It is important to 
understand that all images are real ultrasounds that come from different hospitals in 
different countries. Furthermore, every image must comply with privacy regulations. On the 
other hand, once we have all the images it is necessary to verify one by one to decide 
which are acceptable for the project (no post-processing, no saturation or shadows, no 
noise, etc…) and which are unacceptable. The image selection process is a long and 
repetitive part of the project but it is indispensable to develop it correctly. 

Due to the length in time of this part of the project and with the existence of the possibility to 
postpone the presentation, after consultation with my TFG tutor and my project supervisors 
I decided it would be better to present in May 2016. 
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2. State of the art of the technology used or applied in this 
thesis: 

Over the years, powerful quantitative techniques for ultrasound image analysis have been 
developed thanks to improvements in computer capacity and image resolution. Specifically, 
texture analysis can help to analyze medical images and identify tiny changes that are 
invisible to the human eye. In fact, there is evidence that quantitative texture analysis can 
extract information form subtle differences in the texture of the ultrasound images that are 
related to tissue microstructure changes and consequently, to a pathophysiological process. 
Quantitative ultrasound analysis of a specific texture has been previously investigated for 
different medical fields such as breast cancer and liver diseases. In the Maternal-Fetal 
Medicine field, recent studies have demonstrated that texture analysis of fetal lung 
ultrasound images is able to identify patterns of features with strong correlation with 
gestational age, or with the results of FLM tests on amniotic fluid. 

Based on this ultrasound texture analysis, quantusFLM® was developed in order to predict 
the risk of NRM using an ultrasound image of the fetal lungs. Specifically, quantusFLM® is 
composed of two modules: 

§ Extractor module: This module was previously optimized to select ultrasound 
image textural features that identify fetal lung and that are more robust to variations 
occurring in image acquisition in clinical practice. The extractor module was 
constructed by combining several existing mathematical methods for texture 
extraction in different iterations using theoretical samples and real ultrasound 
images (more than 10 million image samples and over 7 billion computerized 
experiments). 
 

§ Classification module: Based on an algorithm that combines gestational age and 
the texture features obtained with the first module to predict the occurrence of NRM. 
The algorithm used by this module is the result of a computer training process using 
machine learning methods that combine different mathematical approaches, 
including regression models, classification trees and neural networks. 

 

As it has been previously described, today, quantusFLM® present some limitations due to 
the need of an expert to delineate the fetal lungs in the ultrasound images and extract 
image textural features. In this Degree Thesis, we will evaluate the feasibility of a new 
classification module by means of different machine learning methods and strategies to 
improve the robustness and prediction against different delineations. 
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3. Methodology / project development:  
Our goal in this Degree Thesis is to improve quantusFLM® robustness against different 
delineations: (1) expert and (2) non-expert delineations. In order to do so, we first collect 
new images and delineate them manually with the aim to have different delineations for the 
same images, see Section 3.1. Then, we benchmark different machine learning methods to 
predict NRM, see Section 3.2.  Finally, we design novel strategies in order to improve the 
robustness of quantusFLM® against different delineations, see Section 3.3. 

3.1 Image Database Preparation 

The image database preparation is a crucial step for the success of the project. If the 
database contains mistakes, all subsequent work may contain errors. Therefore, having a 
clean dataset is important in order to avoid future mistakes.   

3.1.1 Database acquisition  

During the last five years, doctors from different hospitals world-wide have acquired 
hundreds of ultrasound images. These images belong to different women between 24 and 
41 weeks of pregnancy. In order to use quantusFLM®, ultrasound images must show the 
axial section of the fetal thorax at the level of the four-chamber view of the fetal heart, 
containing the proximal lung, the heart and the distal lung. Figure 3 shows an example of an 
ultrasound acquisition: 

Figure 3. Default ultrasound image. 
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All images used for this project have been collected in the same format: DICOM (Digital 
Imaging and Communication in Medicine). DICOM is a standard for handling, storing, 
printing, and transmitting information in medical imaging. It groups information into data sets, 
what means that a file can contain the patient ID within the file, so image can never be 
separated from this information by mistake. A DICOM data object consists of a number of 
attributes, including items such as name, ID, etc., and also one special attribute containing 
the image pixel data. 

 

3.1.2 Images Quality Control  

In order to ensure the proper quality of the ultrasound images for the use of quantusFLM®, 
a quality control step was considered. This step consisted of verifying that the images meet 
the following requirements: 

§ Fetal spine located horizontally 
§ No post-processing 
§ Entire thorax structure (4 chamber view) à Without using zoom 
§ No saturation or shadows 
§ Defines structures, no noise and no move 

 

The next figures show different ultrasound images with different qualities. In Figure 4 we 
can see an example of a correct ultrasound image quality. Figure 5 shows an examples of a 
wrong quality, where is impossible to see the entire thorax structure. Finally, in Figure 6 we 
can see how the image contains shadows and noise, and it is not located horizontally. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Example of correct image quality. 
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Figure 5. Example I of wrong image quality. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6. Example II of wrong image quality. 

 
3.1.3 Database size  

A total of 676 images were acquired and passed quality control criteria, which 74 were 
cases and 602 were controls. Cases were those foetuses which presented NRM, defined as 
transient tachypenea of the newborn or respiratory distress syndrome. Controls were those 
foetuses which not presented NRM.  The following table shows how database is composed: 

Table 7. Database nº of controls and cases for each gestational age. 

Gestational 
Age (weeks) 

≤30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38≤  

Nº of Controls 8 15 17 28 27 28 39 81 359  

Nº of Cases 26 8 4 6 11 11 5 3 0  
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3.1.4 Images Delineation 

Only those images that passed the quality criteria were delineated using quantusFLM® that 
enabled the delineation of the ROIs for analysis. Delineation aimed to include the largest 
possible area of the fetal lung proximal to the transducer. Care was taken to delineate only 
lung tissue, avoiding the heart, great vessels and surrounding areas. In order to ensure the 
robustness of the analysis, the software did not accept an ROI containing fewer than 400 
pixels. An example of these delineations can be observed in Figure 7: 

 

Figure 7. Default ultrasound image delineation. 

 

 

The next figures show different examples of delineations. In Figure 8 we can see an 
example of a correct ultrasound image delineation. Figure 9 shows an examples of a wrong 
delineation, where is easy to see how the area selected is not as big as possible and that 
contains dark zones which represent vessels. Finally, in Figure 10 we can see how the 
delineated area is so large that it contains also a bit of heart. 
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Figure 8. Example of correct ultrasound image delineation. 

 

Figure 9. Example I of wrong ultrasound image delineation. 

 

Figure 10. Example II of wrong ultrasound image delineation. 
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For this project, every image has 2 delineations, one done by an (1) expert and the other 
one done by an (2) non-expert user. An example of the same image with different 
delineations can be observed in Figure 11 (Non-expert) and Figure 12 (expert). Both figures 
represent the same image but delineated by two different people.  

 

                           

 

 

 

 

   

                  

   Figure 11. “Non-expert” delineation I of example image.                                            Figure 12. “Expert” delineation of example image. 

 

 

3.1.5 Features extraction 

quantusFLM® web application was used to obtain the features and the estimated risk of 
NRM for each fetal lung ultrasound image. To this purpose, we needed to follow four simple 
steps: 

§ Upload different DICOM images of the same patient.  
§ Select the desired image to be analysed that best fitted the good quality image 

criteria for the use of quantusFLM®.  
§ Label the selected image: Introducing clinical data and drawing the lung region to be 

analysed. 
§ Send the sample to be analyzed: Once the image was send to analyze, the extractor 

module and classification were applied to extract the image textural features and the 
estimated risk of NRM.  

 

Once all images were send to analyze, all delineations and features were downloaded.. For 
each ultrasound image, a total of 338 image textural features were extracted. Finally, all 
final predictions obtained by quantusFLM® were downloaded and saved. 
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3.1.6 Train & Test images separation 

Once all images are properly delineated, it is necessary to divide them on 2 different sets, 
Train and Test, since we will use supervised learning to design a predictor. As its name 
implies Train images will be used to train the model and then be able to predict future 
situations from the set of Test images. Train and test data must be different because 
otherwise the model would be tested with same images used to train it, and obviously that 
would always provide good results. 

For this project a random separation of images has been used, with a ratio of 70% and 30% 
for Train and Test respectively. After dividing the full set of images, the database contains 
463 images for Train and 213 images for Test.  

 

3.2 Benchmarking machine learning methods 
Once the dataset collected and split into train/test, we now benchmark two of the most 
popular supervised machine learning methods in the literature: AdaBoost and SVM. We first 
introduce the metrics used to measure performance, Section 3.2.1. Then, we introduce both 
methods shortly, (Section 3.2.2 and 3.2.3). Finally, we tune the most relevant parameters of 
each method and compare their performance with that of quantusFLM® (section 3.2.4). 

3.2.1 Metrics used 

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC curve) 

In two-class prediction tasks (binary classification), the only two possible outcomes are 
positive (p) or negative (n). When comparing prediction with ground-truth (real known value), 
there are four possible situations: 

1. True positive (TP). If the prediction is p and the ground-truth is also p. 
2. True negative (TN). When both the prediction and the ground-truth are n. 
3. False positive (FP). If the prediction is p and the ground-truth is n. 
4. False negative (FN). If the prediction is n and the ground-truth is p.  

True positive rate (TPR), also known as sensitivity, hit rate or recall, is defined as "#
"#$%&

 . 
Intuitively this metric corresponds to the proportion of positive data points that are correctly 
considered as positive, with respect to all positive data points. In other words, the higher 
TPR, the fewer positive data points the method misses. 

False positive rate (FPR), also known as fall-out, is defined as '(
'($)*

 . Intuitively this metric 
corresponds to the proportion of negative data points that are mistakenly considered as 
positive, with respect to all negative data points. In other words, the higher FPR, the more 
negative data points the method will miss. 
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Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC), or ROC curve, is a graphical plot that illustrates 
the performance of a binary classifier system as its discrimination threshold is varied. The 
curve is created by plotting the true positive rate (TPR) against the false positive rate (FPR) 
at various threshold settings. The true-positive rate is also known as sensitivity, or recall in 
machine learning. The false-positive rate is also known as the fall-out or as the opposite of 
specificity (FPR=1 - specificity). 

Figure 13 shows a representation of the ROC space. The discontinuous line at the centre of 
the image represents a random guess. If the result obtained is above the central line it 
would be a better than random classification, by contrast if the result is below this line it 
would be worse than random classification. The ideal classification is the one which its 
representation is nearest to the top-left corner of the ROC curve space. In some cases, it is 
only necessary to see results on a specific range of the ROC space. For example, in 
medical applications the useful range is below FPR=0.2 because for a bigger FPR the 
application is unacceptable. Figure 14 shows three different examples of ROC curves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    

 

                                

 

            Figure 13. Representation of the ROC space.                                                              Figure 14. Three different ROC curves examples. 

 

Area Under the Curve (AUC) 

The most commonly indicator used in many contexts is the area under the ROC curve or 
AUC. Concretely, the machine learning community uses the AUC for comparing statistical 
models. 
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AUC or area under the curve, is an analysis method used to measure which is the best 
method. Figure 15 shows different examples of AUC on the ROC space. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 15. Example of different AUC’s represented on ROC space. 

3.2.2 Adaboost 

AdaBoost, short for "Adaptive Boosting”, is a machine learning meta-algorithm. Boosting is 
a general method for improving the accuracy of any given learning algorithm. It refers to a 
general and effective method of producing a very accurate prediction rule by combining 
rough and moderately inaccurate rules. 

The AdaBoost algorithm, introduced in 1995 by Freund and Schapire, takes as input a 
training set (x1,y1), . . . , (xm,ym) where each xi belongs to the features extracted from each 
image, and each label yi is 0 or 1 (binary classification). AdaBoost calls a given weak 
learning algorithm repeatedly in a series of rounds t = 1, . . . , T. One of the main ideas of 
the algorithm is to maintain a distribution or set of weights over the training set. The weight 
of this distribution on training example i on round t is denoted Dt(i). Initially, all weights are 
set equally, but on each round, the weights of incorrectly classified examples are increased 
so that the weak learner is forced to focus on the hard examples in the training set. 

The weak learner’s job is to find a weak hypothesis ht: X à {-1, +1} appropriate for the 
distribution Dt. The goodness of a weak hypothesis  is the sum of weighted errors, where 
each weight assigned represents the importance of each example, Equation 1: 

 

∈t = Pri~Dt [ ht (xi) ≠ yi] = +,(.)0:23 40 	6!	80      [1] 

 

The error is measured with respect to the distribution Dt on which the weak learner was 
trained. In practice, the weak learner may be an algorithm that can use the weights Dt on 
the training examples.  
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Figure 16 shows the AdaBoost training procedure, step by step: 

 

Figure 16. AdaBoost training procedure. 

 

 

Equation 2 (Update), changes the weights exponentially in proportion with the error, 
increasing weight if it has been wrong classified or decreasing weight if it has been right 
classified. Zt is a normalization factor (chosen so that Dt+1 will be a distribution). 

 
Equation 3, shows the output the final hypothesis H which is a weighted majority vote of the 
T weak hypotheses where αt is the weight assigned to ht: 
 

 
H(x) = sign (	 	"

369 αt ht(x))    [3] 
 
 
Practically, AdaBoost has many advantages. It is fast, simple and easy to program. It 
requires no prior knowledge about the weak learner and so can be combined with any 
method for finding weak hypotheses. Finally, it comes with a set of theoretical guarantees 
given sufficient data and a weak learner that can reliably provide only moderately accurate 
weak hypotheses. 
 
 

 

 
Given: (x1,y1), . . . , (xm,ym) where xi ∈ X, yi ∈ Y = {-1, +1} 
Initialize D1(i) = 1/m. 
For t = 1, . . . , T: 

• Train weak learner using distribution Dt. 
• Get weak hypothesis ht: Xà{1, +1} with error 

 
∈t = Pri~Dt [ ht (xi) ≠ yi]    [1] 

 
• Choose αt = 9

:
 ln 9;∈3

∈3
. 

• Update: 
 

+3$9 . = >?(0)

@?
	×		

B;C?	, ℎ3(F0) = G0
BC?			, ℎ3(F0) ≠ G0

		= 			 >? 0 	IJK	(;C?	8L	2? 4L )
@?

	

        [2] 
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Relevant parameters 

As any method, Adaboost has its associated parameters, and some of them need to 
be adjusted according to the data because they can have an important impact on 
accuracy. In the case of AdaBoost one of these parameters is the number of weak 
learners (or classifiers) used, previously named T in equations above. 

Furthermore, the implementation of AdaBoost in this project will use Decision Trees 
as weak classifiers. Decision trees are commonly used in operations research, 
specifically in decision analysis, to help identify a strategy most likely to reach a goal, 
but are also a popular tool in machine learning. Due to their use, another important 
parameter appears: Decision Trees Depth. Figure 17 shows an example of a 
Decision Tree implementation with its respectives depths. 

 

 

                            Depth 1 

                            Depth 2 

 

                            Depth 3 

 

          Figure 17. Example of a Decision Tree. 

 

3.2.3 Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

Support vector machines are supervised learning models with associated learning 
algorithms that analyze data used for binary classification.  

An SVM model is a representation of the examples as points in space, mapped so that the 
examples of the separate categories are divided by a clear gap that is as wide as possible. 
New examples are then mapped into that same space and predicted to belong to a category 
based on which side of the gap they fall on. 

More formally, a support vector machine constructs a hyperplane or set of hyperplanes in a 
high- or infinite-dimensional space, which can be used for binary classification. Intuitively, a 
good separation is achieved by the hyperplane that has the largest distance to the nearest 
training-data point of any class, since in general the larger the margin the lower the 
generalization error of the classifier. 
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Whereas the original problem may be stated in a finite dimensional space, it often happens 
that the sets to discriminate are not linearly separable in that space. For this reason, it was 
proposed that the original finite-dimensional space be mapped into a much higher-
dimensional space, in order to make the separation easier in that space. Figure 18 shows 
an example of SVM with dimensional change. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18. Example of SVM with space transformation to a higher dimension. 

To keep the computational load reasonable, the mappings used by SVM schemes are 
designed to ensure that dot products may be computed easily in terms of the variables in 
the original space, by defining them in terms of a kernel function k(x,y) selected to suit the 
problem. 

Given a training set of instance-label pairs (xi, yi), i=1, . . . , l where xi � Rn and y � {1,−1}l, 
the support vector machines (SVM) require the solution of the following optimization 
problem:  

                  min (w,b,ξ)         9
:
 wTw+C 	M

069 ξi                                            [4] 

subject to           yi(wTφ(xi)+b) ≥ 1- ξi , ξi ≥ 0 

In Equation 4 training vectors xi are mapped into a higher (maybe infinite) dimensional 
space by the function φ. SVM finds a linear separating hyperplane with the maximal margin 
in this higher dimensional space. C >0 is the penalty parameter of the error term. 
Furthermore, K(xi,xj) ≡ φ(xi)Tφ(xj) is called the kernel function. Though new kernels are being 
proposed by researchers, the most common and possible to find in SVM books the 
following three basic kernels:  

• linear: K(xi,xj) = xi
Txj. 

 
• polynomial: K(xi,xj) = (γxi

Txj +r)d, γ >0. 
 
• radial basis function (RBF): K(xi,xj) = exp(−γ||xi−xj||2), γ >0. 

 

Here, γ, r, and d are kernel parameters.  
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Relevant parameters 

As with AdaBoost, some of the SVM parameters need to be adjusted according to 
the data because they can have an important impact on accuracy. In the case of 
Support Vector Machine, there are two significant parameters above the rest: 

• Kernel Function: linear, polynomial, rbf, etc. (explained above) 

• Box Constraint: This parameter narrows the maximum error penalty. It is 
used to improve the robustness of the method against outliers and therefore 
to avoid overfitting. 

 

3.2.4 Parameters Selection 

As outlined above, both AdaBoost and SVM have parameters that need to be tuned 
according to data in order to maximize performance. Therefore, for each we perform an 
evaluation searching the optimal parameter values among different combinations. The 
purpose of this process is to verify which parameters combinations, and then which method, 
is the best one to implement the final strategies to improve quantusFLM® performance. 

 

AdaBoost parameters 

We evaluate the impact on performance of the following AdaBoost parameters: 

§ Nº of Weak Classifiers (nWeak): possible values benchmarked 

nWeak = [1, 16, 256, 512, 2048] 

§ Maximum depth for Decision Trees (maxDepth): possible values benchmarked 

maxDepth = [1, 2, 3] 

 

We compute the AUC for each value of the range. Figures 19-20 show the results of this 
computation, with blue for AUC obtained testing the model with the same set of images that 
has been used to train it and red for AUC obtained testing the model with Test (different to 
Train) set of images. Each value of the range has its mean AUC and its variance. 
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                         Figure 19. AUC in function of nWeak values.                                                 Figure 20. AUC in function of maxDepth values 

As can be seen from Figures 19-20, best found AdaBoost parameters configuration for this 
project is: 
 

nWeak = 256                  maxDepth = 3 
 
 

SVM parameters 

We evaluate the impact on performance of the following SVM parameters: 

§ Kernel Function (KernelFunction): possible values benchmarked 

KernelFunction = [rbf, linear, polynomial] 

§ Box Constraint (BoxConstraint): possible values benchmarked 

BoxConstraint = [10-5, 10-4, 10-3, 10-2, 10-1, 1, 10, 102, 103, 104, 105] 

 

We compute the AUC for each value of the range. Figures 21-22 show the results of this 
computation, with blue for AUC obtained testing the model with the same set of images that 
has been used to train it and red for AUC obtained testing the model with Test (different to 
Train) set of images. Each value of the range has its mean AUC and its variance. 
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     Figure 21. AUC in function of KernelFunction values.                                           Figure 22. AUC in function of BoxConstraint values. 

As can be seen from Figures 21-22, best found SVM parameters configuration for this 
project is: 

KernelFunction = linear                  BoxConstraint = 10-2 

Final benchmark results 

Once best parameters configuration for each method are known, we compare the result of 
both AdaBoost and SVM against quantusFLM for both delineations. Figure 23 shows the 
comparison for expert delineations, while Figure 24 shows the results on inexpert 
delineations: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23. AdaBoost ROC curve vs. SVM ROC curve vs quantusFLM®, for expert delineations. 
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Figure 24. AdaBoost ROC curve vs. SVM ROC curve vs quantusFLM®, for inexpert delineations. 

The green dot in Figures 23-24 represents the result obtained using current quantusFLM® 
version on our database. To establish which machine learning method is better for this task 
we focus our attention on the sensitivity corresponding to quantusFLM® FPR, since this 
value was previously established by medical experts as the suitable value allowed for this 
kind of medical applications. Therefore, although SVM has a higher overall AUC we 
conclude that AdaBoost works better since it has a better AUC for low FPR. For the 
remainder of the project we use AdaBoost as machine learning method  with fixed 
paramters to those found as best above. 

 

3.3 Strategies to improve robustness to delineations 

As seen above in Figures 23-24, both implementations of AdaBoost  using different 
delineations obtain worst results than current version of quantusFLM®. We see also that for 
expert delineations quantusFLM® reaches TPR = 69% while for inexpert delineations the 
result is TPR = 59%. Clearly, inexpert delineations contain mistakes, causing worst results 
compared to expert delineations. 

In order to improve robustness to different delineations and avoid the 10% drop in 
performance seen in the previous section, we design two novel training strategies using 
AdaBoost (the best method). 
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3.3.1 Concatenation 

Basically, this strategy is based on concatenating “non-expert” delineated images 
(inexperienced user in delineations) and images delineated by an expert. This 
concatenation will be done on the Train set of images. 

It should be noted that Train sets of images to concatenate are composed of the same 
images, the only difference between both sets being the delineations. This is done to avoid 
that any image used to Test the model has been used to Train it. The final concatenated 
Train set of images has L images repeated, but with different delineations. 

Parameter L is the ratio of “non-expert” delineated Train images that will be added to 
“expert” delineated Train set of images. For example, if L = 0.2 the system will randomly add 
20% of Train set of images with my own delineations to the Train set of images with expert 
delineations. 

The range of L values becnhamarked is L = [ 0.05, 0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 1 ]. It represents the 5%, 
20%, 50%, 70% and 100% respectively. Figure 25 shows the TPR for each possible value 
of L corresponding to the same FPR as quantusFLM®. It should be remembered that 
quantusFLM® works for a FPR previously established by medical experts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25. True positive rate for each L possible value, evaluated at the same FPR as quantusFLM®. 

As we can see in Figure 25 the parameter with highest TPR is 0.2, so from now on the 
project continues using 20% as the best ratio for concatenation. 
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Then, concatenating randomly the 20% of Train set of “non-expert” delineated images to the 
Train set of images delineated by an expert, the result obtained is the shown in Figure 26:  

Figure 26. Expert vs Inexpert vs quantusFLM®, ROC curves representation. 

Then, Figure 27 shows what happens with concatenation, L = 20%, when we observe just 
the result obtained for images with gestational ages above 32 weeks, which is the most 
significant range since below this GA, quantusFLM® is practically 100% accurate: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27. Expert vs Inexpert vs quantusFLM®, ROC curves representation for GA ≥ 32. 
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The concatenation strategy narrowly improves the results obtained using only one 
delineation. However, this strategy does not improve the performance of quantusFLM® 
current version. 

 

3.3.1 Substitution 

In this strategy the process is similar to the concatenation process but instead of adding 
images, now images are replaced by the new ones. 

For substitution, the parameter L would be the ratio of “expert” delineated Train images that 
will be replaced by “non-expert” delineated Train set of images. For example, if L = 0.2 the 
system will randomly replace 20% of Train set of images with expert delineations with the 
Train set of images with my own delineations. 

The range of L values benchmarked is L = [ 0.2, 0.35, 0.5, 0.7 ]. It represents the 20%, 35%, 
50% and 70% respectively. 

Figure 28 shows the TPR for each possible value of L corresponding to the same FPR as 
quantusFLM®. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 28. True positive rate for each L possible value, evaluated at the same FPR as quantusFLM®. 

 

As we can see in Figure 28 the parameter with highest TPR is 0.2, so from now on the 
project continues using 20% as the best ratio for concatenation. 
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Then, replacing randomly the 20% of Train set of images delineated by an expert with these 
same images delineated by an inexpert user, the result obtained is the shown in Figure 29: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 29. Expert vs Inexpert vs quantusFLM®, ROC curves representation. 

As we can see, substitution of 20% of Train images reaches practically the same results of 
quantusFLM®. This strategy gives improves significally results obtained with images of both 
delineations. Figure 30 shows what happens with substitution, L = 20%, when we observe 
just the result obtained for images with gestational ages above 32 weeks, which is the most 
significant range since below this GA, quantusFLM® is practically 100% accurate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30. Expert vs Inexpert vs quantusFLM®, ROC curves representation for GA ≥ 32. 

The substitution strategy improves quantusFLM® results for GA≥32: sacrificing a 2% in 
FPR it’s possible to improve practically a 10% in TPR. With this we can demonstrate that 
combining different delineations is beneficial. 
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4. Budget 

The final result of this project has not been to create a product or a prototype, so the budget 
below is based only on the cost of the staff and the technologies used for its development. 

 

Table 8. Staff Budget. 

 

 

 

 

Object Unit Price Nº of Units Total 

Matlab License 2000€ 3 6000€ 

   6000€ 

Table 9. Software Budget. 

 

 

 

 

Staff 17300€ 

Software 6000€ 

  23300€ 

Table 10. Total Budget. 

Object Hours of work Price per hour Total 

Junior Engineer 1000 8€ 8000€ 

Senior Engineer: 
Supervisor I 210 15€ 3150€ 

Senior Engineer: 
Supervisor II 110 15€ 1650€ 

Doctors Acquiring 
Images 300 15€ 4500€ 

   17300€ 
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5. Conclusions and future development:  

The results obtained in this project, open the possibility of improving the robustness of 
quantusFLM® to non-expert delineations in a possible new version. We believe this 
opportunity for improvement appears because initially quantusFLM® was designed and 
trained using only images delineated by specialists. Thanks to this study we now know that 
gathering different delineations and combining them during training can be useful to 
improve results. 

The results presented here are encouraging. In the near future they will be used to continue 
to research other machine learning methods and adding more images still with different 
delineations. We hope that applying the strategies here presented with current 
quantusFLM® will further improve results, since quantusFLM® works with more complex 
combinations of machine learning methods than only using AdaBoost. 

We hope all the work done in this project could help in the future in any field of medicine. 
That would be the best of all possible valuations for this project. 
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Glossary 

A list of all acronyms and the meaning they stand for.  

 

AUC: Area Under the Curve 

DICOM: Digital Image and Comunication in Medicine 

FLM: Fetal Lung Maturity 

FPR: False Positive Rate 

GA: Gestational Age 

NRM: Neonatal Respiratory Morbidity 

RBF: Radial Basis Function 

ROC: Receiver Operating Characteristic 

ROI: Region of Interest 

SVM: Support Vector Machine 

TPR: True Positive Rate 

 

 

 


